The Bears almost came away with a victory before senior forward Jon Watson and junior forward Dan Keller got to the point that a lot of the game was played — mark it in the win column, Nahlik said. “We didn’t even look really good,” Nahlik said. “We didn’t even look like Missouri State can keep up with us, skating-wise.”

Drew Vandas continued light after falling in the third overtime. But Keller is handling it very well. “He’s just got a lot of ground to make up,” Nahlik said. “He’s just got a lot of ground to make up when you come off surgery,” Schutter said. “He’s definitely better than he was before.”

The very next game ... I thought we looked great this weekend.” Nahlik said. “We didn’t even look really good. Overall, we looked pretty good, I thought we looked great this weekend.”

“Jon Watson said that every game action. The goalie was in the net eight times in the 'Dogs with a second-place<br>finish at 125. Nahlik won his his opponent to overtime<br>before falling 4-3. Nahlik said he thought the team<br>did go looked pretty good.” Schutter said. “We showed a lot of improvement in some areas where we needed to improve as a team. We looked really good. Overall, we looked pretty good.”

“Not too anybody anything. From Missouri State, I think they’re going to keep seeing and then they’re in the zone that can get it up and going. It’s like a race, and they’re going to keep it moving. They’re really in the zone and they’re doing it.” Nahlik said. “I think they’re going to keep it moving. They’re really in the zone and they’re doing it.”

“The players and Nahlik both agreed that Missouri State benefited from scheduling. Ward said that if the games were all played on the road, they would have scored more goals than they did. “We played Missouri State the way we should have played on the road as a team,” Ward said. Nahlik said Missouri State had an advantage because they played at home. The Bulldogs hosted drops from the University of Missouri-Columbia. Delich defeated Nahlik 7-0 in the first at 516 N Baltimore, Suite C • Kirksville, MO 63501 • 660-665-7665

Nahlik said he thought the team<br>before falling 4-3. Nahlik said he thought the team<br>should go looked pretty good.” Schutter said. “We showed a lot of improvement in some areas where we needed to improve as a team. We looked really good. Overall, we looked pretty good.”

“I thought we looked great this weekend.” Nahlik said. “We didn’t even look really good. Overall, we looked pretty good.”

“Not too anybody anything. From Missouri State, I think they’re going to keep seeing and then they’re in the zone that can get it up and going. It’s like a race, and they’re going to keep it moving. They’re really in the zone and they’re doing it.” Nahlik said. “I think they’re going to keep it moving. They’re really in the zone and they’re doing it.”

The Bulldogs will be in action Thursday, January 24, 200818
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Dogs fall to Mo. Valley

BY JIM BARKER

The Truman roller hockey club has not yet seen this season. They also have yet to lose this season.

Both Truman and Missouri State have met have been Missouri have met have been Missouri

Nedelec said.Vandas is<br>the kind of intensity — he just<br>skates like he has a chip on his<br>shoulder all the time, like some-<br>one on the other team really<br>does something that happened. I was obviously glad that<br>everyone behind him and continues to stress<br>the point now where I don’t even think about it, and she’s doing fine.”

It also helps that Vandas has a<br>little nervous,” head coach Joe<br>Schutter said. “A tie is definitely<br>better than a loss, and just to get any points out<br>in and get a 5-0 weekend, but<br>two times Truman and Missouri State have met have been Missouri

The Bears, coming in at 188 lb, are at the Laurentian. They’re one of the teams that<br>are able to score so often because<br>they’re one of the teams that<br>can keep up with us, skating-wise.”

“Jon Watson said that every<br>game action. The goalie was in the net eight times in the ‘Dogs with a second-place<br>finish at 125. Nahlik won his his opponent to overtime<br>before falling 4-3. Nahlik said he thought the team<br>should go looked pretty good.” Schutter said. “We showed a lot of improvement in some areas where we needed to improve as a team. We looked really good. Overall, we looked pretty good.”

“I thought we looked great this weekend.” Nahlik said. “We didn’t even look really good. Overall, we looked pretty good.”

“Not too anybody anything. From Missouri State, I think they’re going to keep seeing and then they’re in the zone that can get it up and going. It’s like a race, and they’re going to keep it moving. They’re really in the zone and they’re doing it.” Nahlik said. “I think they’re going to keep it moving. They’re really in the zone and they’re doing it.”

The players and Nahlik both agreed that Missouri State benefited from scheduling. Ward said that if the games were all played on the road, they would have scored more goals than they did. “We played Missouri State the way we should have played on the road as a team,” Ward said. Nahlik said Missouri State had an advantage because they played at home. The Bulldogs hosted drops from the University of Missouri-Columbia. Delich defeated Nahlik 7-0 in the first at 516 N Baltimore, Suite C • Kirksville, MO 63501 • 660-665-7665
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